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From the President’s Desk
Between You and Me
Dear Parents
I take time off to speak to you on a matter which concerns you and me for the betterment of our wards that are entrusted
to our love and care so that their future is shaped with our endeavors. You send your ward to us with faith and we keep
your faith as it is faith that will lead us on. To see every child grow into an entity becomes our mission. This is done
scientifically which means a proper plan and segmentation of the academic curriculum is drawn and followed, wherein,
1.time line 2.capacity and 3.the portion need to be covered is dealt with through formal syllabi, by the Schools.
Earlier when education was teacher-centric, it was the teacher who spoke and examined students and graded them
accordingly. It was more of ‘test your memory type’ wherein the student who memorized well scored well. Time as usual
st
has moved, and in the 21 century it is moving faster. With the world becoming more technological there is a major facelift
in the education arena. In today’s date memorizing has taken a back seat. It is now more of understanding. Thus an
assessment today is graded in this manner: 20% memory and 80% concept. Conceptualization has taken the place of
memory and educationists and educators are now observing this ratio in their classroom teaching and in their assessment
of students’ task. The ability of a man is weighed by his knowledge and skills in the right proportion. We are giving our
students the knowledge as prescribed by the syllabus, and ample opportunity to develop their skills through exposure to
the outside world, and by taking classroom lectures and tasks to ground reality.
Now this is easier said than done. We are determined to follow the methodology and we do so by all means but barriers
persist, and disturb the fluidity of our attempts. This upsets students, teachers and parents. Herein we need your utmost
cooperation. We can then easily overcome the hurdles and move with our mission towards the desired goal. It is not
always possible to have everything at your disposal, but this impediment has been solved with the enhancement in the
number of latest smart classes, equipped with up-to-date gizmos. A considerable time is given to the development of
personality through our activities especially the Morning Assembly is a paradigm of physical, mental, and spiritual
development with plenty of scope to face the crowd, for public speaking, making presentation, perfect gait, regular sports
activities outdoor and indoor, address, and reverence. As far as ground reality is concerned the practical classes, outings,
excursions, visits on educational purpose, visits on social purpose, and visit by dignitaries to the campus, rallies, and
Industry interface, all facilitate the growth of your ward. Regency is progressive and fortitudinous where student growth is
concerned.
I bring to your attention that the syllabus has been overhauled from Classes I to VIII, in a manner that will suffice the need
of the hour and befit the time line. For this we follow the pattern and content set by the Anglo Indian School Board. The
entire syllabi for Classes IX to XII have been revised in accordance with the same need where it will serve as a primary
means to enhance their ability to become more prepared for competitive exams and develop competency in them. One of
the most unique features of Regency is the regular indoor and outdoor sports activities, laboratory exposure for Science
and Mathematics for students from Classes I to XII. More noteworthy it is that Classes IX to XII have separate modern labs
for perusal of their in depth studies. This is specifically being conveyed to you to help you know how much we care for the
uplift of education, and more than that for the modernization of education, so that students are absolutely equipped for
the world which is changing every minute now.
Our aim is to produce combating and competitive entities that are ethical, capable, and successful citizens of tomorrow’s
st
India, and that of the 21 century world. Please let me be assured that I have your full cooperation in this regard, for the
growth and success of every student is our common goal and if the School, the parents, and the students put their heads
together for a common but noble cause we will have succeeded in our mission.

MF Zaidi.
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